an important communique to knights and ladies of st. fautouy:
The fateful weekend of Kay 23, 24, 25 la fast approaching.
This is the date of the BIG PARTY which Sir Dave of Kyle casually thought
up (and freely issued an invitation to) while obviously in a drunken
state.
The excuse, of course, is that such an ambitious gesture was the
natural result of, an Easter SCIENCE-FICTION CONVENTPOi^- - Since that time
Sir Dave has been struggling with the realities of life.
The Realities of Life have dictated the following Ground Rules
and Standards of Conduct in order to solve the Two parts of the Problem,
to wit: 1) the Site of the BIG PARTY is a rented premises in a Private
Estate, and 2) the premises is a bungalow and is not a Large Castle as
would befit, a gathering of the Lords"and Ladies of the Order:
Those Members of the Order who have announced their desire to
participate in the Great Festivities who come from:
Liverpool

or

Manchester

or

Bristol

are to arrive on Saturday evening with the expectations of sleeping (?!)
overnight on Saturday and Sunday evenings.
Those other Members of the Order who come from other sections
in the Realm, principally London, are to arrive, starting Sunday mornins?
after 9 a.m» with the expectations of sleeping (?i) overnight Sunday.
The Saturday night sleeping party will be in the'~nature of a
Test of Accomodations and Neighbor's Complaints.
Should the events
prove themselves satisfactorily, the Sunday night sleeping Plan will be
put into eifect.
Should the Sleeping Plan prove unsatisfactory over
Saturday night (inclualng otaer factors- such as Plumbing and Complaints
from Other Quarters), then it will be understood that Modifications may
be made for Sunday evening, Including even the possibility that NO ONE
will sleep over on Sunday evening except for Undue Hardship Cases (to
be Sheltered in Absolute Secrecy.).
Personal Rules include Conduct suitable to avoid Neighbor’s
Complaints and Damage Suits by the Landlord or Hamm Court Residents'
Association.
(This to mean Decorum after Eleven O'clock at night—if
not present before—is an Honorable Obligation to be Contracted.)
SORRY: 'No children_are expected or, for that matter, are invited-?^ ft*. ?
ESSENTIAL PERSONAL EQUIPMENT SHOULD INCLUDE:
Cutlery
Tea Cups
Bedding, if travelling by car.
Suitable Libations for Personal Comfort
A map is nereby enclosed, together with an adequate sampling of the
Ueyorid^e—London rail Service (approximately every half hour, for a
thirty minute, trip:
Departing Waterloo Station --Main Line— at about
:kA- and :p4 minutes alter the hours) .
A phone call from Wevbridae Sta.
will bring transport within ten minutes. ’For further information, call
from Weybridge Sta: 45119 — From London
01-974 5119
Outside London, call: 0932-45119
IMPORTANTI R.S.V.P. by Thursday, May 21st UNLESS PREVIOUSLY CONTACTED
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